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The TPRC plays a central role in the Alabama Transportation Institute, 
helping to generate and interpret research findings to the general 
public and policy-makers. The Center focuses on transportation 
holistically, engaging infrastructural, environmental, safety, law 
enforcement, and legal issues to meet the needs of the State of 
Alabama.  
 
 
The Center and its members publish reports, academic articles, and 
newsletter items on a consistent basis, many of which can be found 
online.  
 
For more information, please visit : http://atprc.ua.edu. 
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4UNDERSTANDING AV REGULATION

A
s more companies work to develop autonomous vehicle (AV) 
technology, the threat of great disruption looms over the 
transportation industry. Particularly in regard to regulatory 
schemes, the complications of disharmonized governmental 
oversight plague manufacturers and lawmakers  alike. 

States appear to have taken the lead when it comes to regulating the 
operation of AVs, but that decision has left a legal patchwork of little 
uniformity across the nation. Arising from this lack in uniformity is 
the question of whether AVs are allowed or prohibited absent express 
authorization. While the answer is still unsettled, it is probable that, in 
the absence of legislation to the contrary, AVs are legal. However, even 
in states that have opted to expressly address AVs, there still exists many 
inconsistencies in how the technology is regulated. For example, some 
states legalize AVs generally while others only legalize commercial AVs. In 
addition, discrepancies across states exist in whether AVs are permitted 
for deployment or only for testing purposes, whether an operator must 
be physically inside the vehicle, and whether local governments are 
preempted from regulating the operation of AVs.

Beyond the issue of whether AVs are legal without specific authorization 
or prohibition, states are likely to see other issues arise from the inaction 
of expressly regulating AVs. Some of the areas of concern include 
unattended vehicle prohibitions, accident requirements for the driver/
operator, and child seat requirements. 

While states typically regulate the operation of motor vehicles, the 
federal government sets the minimum vehicle safety standards for 
motor vehicles and motor vehicle equipment. These federal standards 
may come in the form of agency regulation or congressional action. 
The agency with the potential authority to govern AV technology is the 
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA), but, to date, 
these agencies have only issued voluntary guidance documents. Congress 
has not enacted any legislation that expressly governs AVs despite having 
seen such bills introduced in both chambers. 

One final concern surrounding the adoption of AVs involves their 
intersection with criminal law and law enforcement. As more AVs 
proliferate on roadways, the traditional motivations for traffic stops , like 
deterring future violations, may become frustrated without traditional 
drivers, which could require law enforcement to reconsider traffic stop 
policies. Other criminal law implications that arise from the adoption 
of AVs include the application of strict liability to traffic violations, 
ambiguity surrounding the culpability in offenses like reckless driving, 
and location or possession-based offenses when the passenger has 
minimal control over the route the AV operator takes. 

Understanding AV 
Regulation

E X E U C T I V E  S U M M A R Y



5UNDERSTANDING AV REGULATION

D E F I N I T I O N S

Classifying Motor Vehicles

M
ost states apply the term “mo-
tor vehicle” to a wide variety of 
transportation mechanisms. For 
example, Alabama defines a mo-
tor vehicle as one that is “self-pro-
pelled [or] propelled by electric 

power obtained from overhead trolley wires, but 
not operated upon rails, except for electric per-
sonal assistive mobility devices and electric bicy-
cles.”1  Florida considers a “vehicle” as any “device 
in, upon, or by which any person or property is 
or may be transported or drawn upon a highway, 
except personal delivery devices, mobile carriers, 
and devices used exclusively upon stationary rails 
or tracks.”2 

As a subset of motor vehicle classifications, 
state codes specify which vehicles are conside-
red “commercial” based on weight, capacity, or 
hazardous transport functionality. For example, 
Alabama defines a commercial motor vehicle as 
either a vehicle that “has a gross weight rating or 
combination weight of more than 10,000 pounds,” 
a vehicle that “is designed to transport more than 
15 passengers,” or a vehicle that “is used to trans-
port hazardous materials in a quantity requiring 
placards under regulation of the U.S. Department 
of Transportation.”3  Like the general qualifica-
tions for motor vehicles, most states apply some 
version of this scope of characteristics to classify 
commercial vehicles. It’s worth noting that most 
states do not classify ride-sharing vehicles as 
commercial vehicles, although they are used for 
business purposes.4 

But when it comes to AVs, states take widely 
inconsistent approaches with the type of vehicle 
classifications their statutes address. For instance, 
Alabama5  and Louisiana6  only regulate “automa-
ted commercial motor vehicles,” while Arizona7  
regulates the operation of all “fully autonomous 
vehicles” and “fully autonomous vehicle that is 
also a commercial motor vehicle,” and West Virgi-
nia and Mississippi have no statutes that express-
ly govern AVs at all. The present variance in how 
state jurisdictions address AV regulation has led 
to considerable insecurity in the industry on how 
to fully incorporate AV technology on the nation’s 
roads. Source   https://afdc.energy.gov/data/10381
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What is an AV?

In order to understand how states have begun 
to regulate AVs, it helps to know a bit about the te-
chnology involved in a self-driving machine. AVs 
are vehicles that have at least some spectrum of 
their safety-critical control functions (like steering 
or braking) operated without direct driver input.8  
Most AVs use either a sensor-based or connectivity-
-based system. Sensor-based solutions (also called 
“Advanced Driver Assist Systems”) use combina-
tions of advanced sensors, actuators, control units, 
and integrating software to enable cars to monitor 
and respond to the surrounding environment. Con-
nected-vehicle solutions use wireless technology to 
communicate in real time from vehicle to vehicle 
(V2V) and from vehicle to infrastructure (V2I).9  

The level at which the driving process is con-
trolled by the vehicle instead of the human driver 
determines the degree to which a vehicle is con-
sidered “automated.” In 2016, the NHTSA adopted 
the levels of distinct automation capacity used by 
the Society of Automotive Engineers International 
(SAE).10 As indicated, the automated driving system 
(ADS) is considered to be in control of monitoring 
the driving environment at level 3 – in other words, 
this is where we start to see human intervention 
drop off significantly. But while these levels of au-
tomation are nationally recognized, they are also 
used entirely voluntary. Many states do not refe-

rence “levels” of automation in how they categori-
ze AVs, and those that do face other complications. 

For instance, the AV laws of a state like Colorado 
(which only regulates level 4 or 5 AV technology) 
may not apply to level 3 drivers that are traveling 
through the state, even though the vehicle would 
be regulated if it entered New Mexico.11  Alabama’s 
state code defines an AV as a “commercial motor 
vehicle equipped with an automated driving sys-
tem”12  which includes, “hardware and software 
that are collectively capable of performing the enti-
re dynamic driving task on a sustained basis.”13  But 
while New Mexico also defines an AV as a vehicle 
controlled by an ADS,14  it defines an ADS as classi-
fied by a “level 3, 4 or 5 driving automation system” 
under the SAE standard.15  Connecticut defines an 
AV as controlled by a system “classified as level four 
or five” by the SAE.”16  

In sum, there is very little consensus on what 
constitutes an AV under existing state laws. It’s safe 
to say that an AV traveling across the country wou-
ld experience a spectrum of regulation impossible 
to harmonize. In fact, it’s worth noting that some 
have challenged whether AVs are legal at all under 
international traffic laws which have been in effect 
for decades.

1949
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The lack of uniformity in how states have addressed AV regulation has led to an extraordinary amount of 
speculation over whether AVs are inherently allowed or prohibited in the absence of specific authorization.17  
In 2011, the New York Times published an article arguing that driverless cars are illegal in all 50 states.18  That 
position was based on the legal premise that, absent express permission, autonomous vehicles are, by nature, 
prohibited. But that supposition is far from established. In fact, only three years later, automated-driving ex-
pert Bryant Walker Smith came to the opposite conclusion based on his assessment of three legal regulatory 
schemes at play in the United States: the 1949 Geneva Convention on Road Traffic, regulations from the NHT-
SA, and vehicle codes of the fifty states.19  

Under the western common law system, a general guiding principle exists that what is not prohibited is 
permitted.20  In other words, unregulated actions enjoy a presumption of legality rather than a presumption 
of illegality. This is especially true regarding criminal behavior and sanctions in the U.S.21  While this principle 
provides only limited clarification on the issues of AV authorization, it is a helpful backdrop for interpreting 
the relevant legal constructs in play.

Article 8 of the 1949 Geneva Convention on Road Traffic (the “Convention”), to which the United States is a 
party, requires that every vehicle have a driver who is “at all times . . . able to control” it.22  Article 4 defines a 
driver as “any person who drives a vehicle . . . or who is in actual physical control of the same.”23  In addition, 
other provisions of the Convention appear to presume that drivers will be physically proximate to the vehicles 
they are controlling, as they mention “moving,” “turning,” “approaching other users,” and “see[ing] ahead” as 
possible appropriate actions.24  These portions, however, are not necessarily included as an attempt to man-
datorily define who25  or where a driver might be. 

The obligations imposed on a driver have much more to do with the concept of control and how a vehicle 
is operated. Those who interpret the Convention’s requirements in this light advocate that, in the context of 
automated driving systems, control is a functional rather than a material or mechanical component of vehicle 
maneuvering.26  Hence, there would be less (and arguably, no) minimum physical proximity between the dri-
ver and the vehicle over which he or she exhibits control. Instead, the requirements for the control of vehicles 
in Article 8 of the Convention can be read in light of their clear priority: safety. It stands to reason that techno-
logies which provide increasingly safer driving environments would be encouraged, rather than restricted.27 
In short, companies which design, manufacture, or operate AVs on an ongoing basis may satisfy the Geneva 
Convention’s requirements for “drivers” if they are able to efficiently and more safely “control” vehicles.28 

Are AVs Legal?
IMPLICIT PERMISSION VS. PROHIBITION

194919491949
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Domestically, the NHTSA regula-
tes motor vehicles through perfor-
mance-based standards imposed 
on manufacturers, importers, and 
distributors.29  The Vehicle Safety 
Act30  establishes a self-certification 
system in which automotive manu-
facturers label their new vehicles 
and attest to compliance with the 
NHTSA’s Federal Motor Vehicle 
Safety Standards (FMVSS). FMVSS 
set the minimum requirements for 
motor vehicle safety performance.

While FMVSS do appear to as-
sume the presence of a driver in a 
vehicle being operated on public 
roadways,31  there is no explicit re-
quirement for such.32  Moreover, 
communications from the NHT-
SA have suggested that the agency 
does not consider the term “driver” 
to mean a human controller. In 
response to a request from Goo-
gle asking the NHTSA to interpret 
whether an ADS could be deemed 
the “driver” of a vehicle, the agency 
affirmed that it could with respect 
to FMVSS.33  The NHTSA did note, 

however, that Google might not be 
capable of certifying compliance 
with other FMVSS that were deve-
loped and designed to apply to a 
vehicle with a human driver.

For example, some equipment 
requirements, such as manual 
controls, would be unnecessary 
for AVs operating at SAE level 4 
or 5.34  Under the current legal 
framework, manufacturers who 
wished to exclude such features 
must go through an exemption re-
quest process. The NHTSA may is-
sue exemptions from compliance 
with FMVSS for temporary testing 
of a limited number of vehicles.35  
A manufacturer may receive a two-
-year exemption for the purpose of 
testing a new safety feature of up 
to 2,500 vehicles.36  Furthermore, 
the NHTSA has expressly encoura-
ged automated driving adoption in 
its January 2016 Policy Statement 
Concerning Automated Vehicles 
(the “Policy Statement”).37  The Poli-
cy Statement set the foundation for 
federal regulatory framework for 

NHTSA Oversight

AVs, but legal theorists have persis-
tently criticized it for the gaps and 
inconsistencies it created.38  

For instance, the policy indicates 
that the NHTSA will only regulate 
level 3 and above AVs, despite the 
fact that no such vehicles are being 
driven by consumers to date.39  The 
Policy Statement also does not re-
quire a premarket approval process 
when manufacturers introduce 
new forms of automation into their 
vehicles. Instead, NHTSA reques-
ts that manufacturers “voluntarily 
provide” safety assessments on 
their compliance with the Policy.40  
And, while FMVSS rules preempt 
state legislative authority,41  the 
law clearly states that in an absen-
ce of direct FMVSS regulation, sta-
tes may establish their own safety 
standards.42  Importantly, the Po-
licy Statement made clear that no 
change was anticipated for the cur-
rent division of responsibility for 
regulations between federal and 
state governments.43 
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Individual state codes in the U.S. 
also contain no requirement that 
a vehicle have a “driver.” Instead, 
there are three main descriptors 
used to impose liability – indivi-
duals who are “drivers,” “opera-
tors,” or are “in actual physical 
control” of a vehicle.44  Most state 
codes discuss these terms in ways 
which suggest that a person who 
is not physically proximate to the 
vehicle may still operate, drive, or 
control it.45  In fact, many vehicle 
codes would not require that the 
owners or operators of vehicles be 
individuals at all. The law has long 
recognized that corporations, part-
nerships, and other legal entities 
are “persons” who may be assigned 
liability.46  This fact may be particu-
larly important if states continue to 
impose regulations on “owners” of 
vehicles, as well as operators.47 

In short, while there are existing 
regulations that may complicate 
how AVs are operated on public 
roads, there is no consensus over 
whether AVs are inherently prohi-
bited or allowed without express 
legislation. The sources of law 
that govern the operation of con-
ventional motor vehicles might be 
applied to AVs by certain jurisdic-
tions, but a court is just as likely 
to interpret prior legislation to be 
consistent with remote AV opera-
tion or take a state’s silence as in-
tent not to regulate. Unfortunately, 
even setting aside the issue of im-
plicit authorization or prohibition, 
a host of other complications await 
the development of AV legislation.

State Authorization

A
V

L
a

w
s

An area that has not been directly addressed by state AV laws 
involves who is responsible for ensuring a child is properly secu-
re in a car seat when traveling in an autonomous vehicle. While 
state AV laws address how the “operator” or “driver” is defined 
for AV purposes, those definitions may not sufficiently clarify 
who is responsible for ensuring child car seat laws are properly 
followed when there is not a conventional driver. For example, 
Arkansas places the responsibility on “a driver who transports a 
child” to ensure that child car seat laws are followed.48  However, 
in an AV, a scenario may arise where there is only a remote dri-
ver or operator and a passenger that is transporting a child. It is 
difficult to know whether, in Arkansas, the remote driver or ope-
rator would be responsible for ensuring the passenger complies 
with child car seat laws before the trip starts or whether the onus 
would be on the passenger who is transporting the child.

Child Car Seat Responsibility 

If states fail to pass AV specific regulation, there may be more 
than passive permission at stake. Existing laws in state vehicle 
codes hold minefields of potential issues for AV developers. One 
such area that is ripe for conflict involves “unattended vehicle” 
laws. Utah has implemented laws attempting to address the fact 
that there may be scenarios where a vehicle does not have a per-
son physically in the vehicle while it is on the roadway.49 While 
the state has laws that prohibit leaving a vehicle unattended on 
the roadway,  it has expressly excluded vehicles that are “being 
operated by an ADS or a remote driver.”50  State codes without 
these provisions may be at odds with ADS technology.

Accident Requirements of Driver/Operator

All states currently impose duties on individuals when they 
are involved in traffic accidents. Those duties may include re-
maining at the scene, giving information, or rendering aid.51  But 
how are AVs expected to behave in the event of a traffic incident? 
Some states have enacted legislation that intends to provide cla-
rity as to who bears the responsibility to take action and what 
those responsibilities involve. 

In Alabama, when there is an accident involving an “automa-
ted commercial motor vehicle,” either the “vehicle, owner, a per-
son on behalf of the owner, or operator” must contact law enfor-
cement and communicate the relevant information.52  However, 
when an accident occurs in Texas that involves an AV, the vehicle 
or human operator must comply with traditional laws involving 
motor vehicles and accidents.53  Under Texas law, the “operator 
of a vehicle” that is involved in an accident is required to pro-
vide “any person injured in the accident reasonable assistance, 
including transporting or making arrangements for transporting 
the person to a physician or hospital for medical treatment if it 
is apparent that treatment is necessary.”54  If there is no human 
operator in the vehicle at the time of the accident, both deter-
mining whether medical attention is “apparent that treatment is 
necessary” and complying with such may be problematic.

Unattended Vehicles

Implications of State Inaction
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T
he NHTSA and the 
USDOT have issued a 
preliminary statement 
of policy and four 
guidance documents 
regarding the deve-

lopment of AVs and ADS and the 
scope of intended agency over-
sight.55  The original 2013 Poli-
cy Statement asked that entities 
developing ADSs submit “Safety 
Assessment Letters” explaining 
whether and how the ADS com-
plies with the guidance areas con-
tained in the Policy Statement.56  
The 2016 Policy Statement (whi-
ch superseded the 2013 version), 
changed the name of these let-
ters to “Voluntary Safety Self-As-
sessments” and emphasized that 
entities need not delay testing 
to submit the assessment.57  To 
date, neither the NHTSA nor the 
USDOT has departed from their 
commitment to voluntary stan-
dards and compliance for AVs.58   
 
In 2017, both chambers of Con-
gress saw the introduction of fede-
ral legislation to regulate AVs. Re-
presentative Bob Latta introduced 
H.R. 3388, the SELF DRIVE Act in 
July,59  and Senator John Thune in-
troduced S. 1885, the AV START Act 
in September.60  Neither bill was 
signed into law, but both included 
certain policy positions which are 
still informing federal decision-
-making processes. The bills both 
adopted SAE levels of vehicle au-
tonomy and attempted to regula-
te AVS with levels 3-5 ADS. Both 
also require the NHTSA to upda-
te FMVSS to address AVs and ex-
pand NHTSA’s authority to grant 
exemptions for up to 100,000 vehi-
cles per manufacturer over time.61 

To date, neither NHTSA nor the USDOT has 
departed from their commitment to 
voluntary standards and compliance for AVs.

SELF DRIVE Act 

The SELF DRIVE Act preempts 
all state and local laws pertaining 
to the “design, construction, or 
performance” of AVs62  and sta-
tes that, while localities may re-
gulate traditional areas (like re-
gistration, safety and emissions 
inspections, and congestion ma-
nagement), these areas may be 
preempted if they are an “unrea-
sonable restriction on the design, 
construction or performance of 
highly automated vehicles.”63  The 
Act also requires manufacturers 
to submit safety assessment cer-
tifications regarding the safety 
areas identified in the NHTSA’s 
rule.64  Although the SELF DRIVE 
Act was able to pass the House of 
Representative in September of 
2017, it stalled in the Senate.65  It 
has, however, already been rein-
troduced in the 117th Congress.66  

F E D E R A L  L E G I S L A T I V E  A C T I V I T Y

 
AV START Act 

The AV START Act preempts only 
state or local laws that fall un-
der nine distinct subject areas 
regulated in the bill: system sa-
fety, data recording, cybersecuri-
ty, human-machine interface, 
crashworthiness, capabilities, 
post-crash behavior, account for 
applicable laws, and automation 
function.  67Manufacturers must 
also submit safety evaluation re-
ports on each of the nine subject 
areas to the NHTSA and may be 
penalized for false or misleading 
reports.68  The AV START Act was 
never brought for a floor vote in 
the Senate, in large part due to 
critics who both had misgivings 
about AV technology on public 
roads all together and others who 
argued the Act was a giveaway 
to the automotive industry.69 
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Local Government Preemption 

With minimal AV regulation having been suc-
cessful at the federal level, it has been up to sta-
tes to deal with the challenges of incorporating 
emerging technology into their existing trans-
portation systems. This scenario has resulted 
in a patchwork of proliferating, unsynchroni-
zed regulatory schemes. To prevent the further 
lapses in uniformity with AV laws, some states 
have taken steps to preempt local municipali-
ties from regulating AVs. At least 16 of the 32 sta-
tes that have AV laws have expressly preempted 
local governments from taking certain actions 
regarding AVs. The remaining states have not 
expressly addressed preemption within their AV 
statutes. 

Deployment or Testing

According to the Insurance Institute for Hi-
ghway Safety (IIHS), 20 of the 32 states that have 
AV laws permit the deployment of AVs on pu-
blic roads. The other 12 states only permit some 
form of AV testing on public roads.70  

Physical Proximity to Vehicles

According to the IIHS, 18 states do not requi-
re an operator to be in the vehicle for at least 
certain levels of AVs. Five states do not address 
whether an operator is required to be in the AV. 
Eight states require the operator to be physi-
cally in the vehicle.71 

AV Maintenance and Liability

Inevitably, AVs will require both hardware 
and software maintenance, just like conven-
tional motor vehicles. Determining who is res-
ponsible for and who is capable of maintaining 
the performance requirements of AVs is likely 
to prove difficult, however.72  At least two states 
and the District of Columbia have attempted to 
address these potential issues with legislation. 

Under Florida law, if someone other than the 

“... a patchwork of proliferating, un-
synchronized regulatory schemes.”

vehicle manufacturer converts a vehicle “into 
an autonomous vehicle,” the manufacturer will 
not be liable for any legal action arising from 
defects caused by the conversion of the vehi-
cle unless the defect was present in the vehicle 
when it was originally manufactured.73  The 
District of Columbia also protects the original 
manufacturer of a vehicle from liability if it is 
converted “into an autonomous vehicle” by a 
third party, unless the defect existed when the 
vehicle was originally manufactured.74  Ad-
ditionally, the District of Columbia limits the 
conversion of conventional vehicles to AVs to 
“model years 2009 or later or vehicles built wi-
thin 4 years of conversion, whichever vehicle is 
newer.”75  In Michigan, a manufacturer is “im-
mune from civil liability for damages that arise” 
from the modification of an “automated motor 
vehicle” or to “automated technology.”76 

Law Enforcement Interaction

Another concern that arises with the advent 
of AVs is the potential for ambiguity in how law 
enforcement interacts with the “operator” of an 
AV that is not physically in the vehicle. At least 
one state has attempted to proactively address 
issues that can arise for law enforcement when 
attempting to interact with an AV. Arizona only 
permits an AV to operate without a human dri-
ver on public roads if “a person submits a law 
enforcement interaction plan to the department 
of transportation and the department of public 
safety.”77  The law enforcement interaction plan 
must address all of the elements in the law en-
forcement protocol issued by the department of 
public safety.78  Among the items included in the 
law enforcement protocol are procedures for 
traffic collisions and disabled vehicles and what 
the vehicle owner’s obligations are in those sce-
narios.79  In addition, the person operating the 
AV must include instructions to first responders 
detailing how to interact with the fully autono-
mous vehicle in emergency and traffic enforce-
ment situations.80 

S T A T E  L E G I S L A T I O N
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“Principles of 
criminal law will be 
inevitably stretched 
and challenged by 
the introduction of 
AV technology on 
public roads.”

Criminal Law Implications

Beyond updating protocol for law enforce-
ment officers and emergency responders, other 
criminal and traffic law complications arise un-
der the AV technology umbrella. The NHTSA 
states that the purpose of a traffic stop includes: 
1) to stop a violation of a traffic law, 2) to deter 
other drivers from committing the same viola-
tion, and 3) to change future driving behavior of 
the driver.81  But these purposes become more 
difficult to pursue when there is not a classic 
“driver” in the offending vehicle. 

Most traffic violations are also considered 
strict liability offenses, which means that the 
driver’s culpability is irrelevant.82  Some states 
have even begun applying a strict liability stan-
dard to more serious traffic crimes, like vehi-
cular manslaughter and DUI-related deaths.83  
These types of crimes will make it easier to pro-
secute AV offenses, but states that apply tradi-
tional mental culpability requirements may see 
a sharp downturn in vehicular manslaughter 
convictions.84  At the very least, there will likely 
be a need for statutory language to clarify what 
it means to “drive recklessly” while riding in an 
AV.

These and other principles of criminal law 
will be inevitably stretched and challenged by 
the introduction of AV technology on public 

roads. One problem may be simply locating the 
party responsible for an AV’s traffic infraction. 
Will it be the manufacturer? The owner? The 
passenger? Furthermore, how will intoxicated 
passengers be treated if they are inside of an AV 
which has a manual override feature? For exam-
ple, in Nevada, there is no exemption for AVs 
under the state’s drinking and driving prohibi-
tion.85  Some have argued that so long as an AV 
has an override feature, intoxicated passengers 
can be held criminally liable for traffic acciden-
ts, even if an ADS was in control of the vehicle 
at the time of the incident.86 

Other issues naturally follow these watershed 
complications. In time, states will need to deve-
lop criminal penalties for physical and virtual 
interference with the operation of AVs (i.e., “ha-
cking”).87  Location and possession offenses are 
likely to become problematic as well. For ins-
tance, many states have heightened criminal 
penalties for certain prohibited acts that occur 
within the vicinity of a specific area, whether in 
relation to an individual (protection orders) or a 
place (school zones).88  If an AV diverts a travel 
path automatically and consequently brings a 
passenger who is in possession of a controlled 
substance or firearm or a passenger who is a 
convicted sex offender within a restricted area, 
there may be unintended legal consequences.89 



Given the inconsistencies in AV regulations from state to state, there are a number of practi-
cal implications involved for someone wishing to travel via AV across the nation. For example, 
if someone wanted to travel from Texas to Florida in an AV, he or she would run into a variety 
of issues. Assuming a person traveling from Texas to Florida drives through Louisiana, Missis-
sippi, and Alabama, they would encounter variations on the types of AVs regulated, liability 
insurance requirements, and whether AVs were regulated at all. Texas and Florida regulate 
AVs, generally, Alabama and Louisiana regulate only commercial AVs, and Mississippi has no 
AV regulations at all. 

In the same scenario mentioned above, the 
operator of a commercial AV would need liabi-
lity insurance in every state, but the amounts of 
insurance needed would vary. In Alabama and 
Louisiana, a commercial AV is required to have 
$2,000,000 in liability insurance, but in Florida 
an AV is only required to have $1,000,00090  in 
liability insurance. Texas has no specific insu-
rance requirements for AVs and only requires 
insurance in an “amount equal to the amount 
of coverage required under the laws of this sta-
te,”91  while Mississippi, again, has no AV insu-
rance regulation.

The inescapable conclusion remains that, 
while AV technology may still be in the futu-
re for most consumers, regulators cannot af-
ford to postpone their efforts to streamline 
and coordinate legal policies. The vast discre-
pancies that exist today have the potential to 
not only frustrate compliance efforts but also 
handicap the industry as it continues to push 
forward toward an autonomous world.

T H E  F U T U R E  O F  T H E  A V  I N D U S T R Y 

UNDERSTANDING AV REGULATION 13
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(PHOT  

Appendix A

The following is a list of states with laws that allow for the deployment of AVs and the corresponding 
code sections:

State Code Sections

Alabama §§ 32-9B-1 — 32-9B-8

Arizona § 28-101; §§ 28-661 - 28-666; §§28-907 - 28-
909; §§ 28-9601 — 28-9608

Arkansas §§ 27-51-2001 - 27-51-2002

California Cal Veh Code §§ 38750 - 38756

Colorado § 42-1-102; § 42-4-242

District of Columbia §§ 50-2351 — 50-2354

Florida § 316.003; §§ 316.85 - 316.86; § 627.749

Georgia § 40-1-1; § 40-5-21; § 40-6-279; § 40-8-11

Iowa §§ 321.514 - 321.519

Louisiana §§ 32:400.1 — 32:400.8

Michigan § 257.2b; § 257.35a; § 257.244; § 257.606b; 
§§ 257.665 – 257.666; § 600.2949b

Nebraska §§ 60-3301 — 60-3311

Nevada §§ 482A.010 — 482A.220

New Hampshire § 242:1; § 265:72

North Carolina §§ 20-400 - 20-403

North Dakota §§ 8-12-01 – 8-12-02; § 39-01-01.2 

Pennsylvania § 8502 — 8503

Tennessee §§ 55-30-102 - 55-30-108

Texas §§ 545.451 — 545.456

Utah §§ 41-26-101 — 41-26-108
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Appendix B

The following is a list of states that require an AV company to submit certain information before AVs 
are allowed to operate or have expressly retained some regulatory control of AVs with a state agency: 

State Requirements

Arizona requires an AV without a human driver to 
submit law enforcement interaction plan and 
written statement acknowledging AV meets all 
requirements under law

Arkansas permits AVs under an autonomous vehicle 
program approved by the State Highway Com-
mission

California requires DOT approval to test vehicles and 
retains ability to regulate AVs

Colorado requires AVs to gain approval from state patrol 
and DOT before testing and DOT must report 
to the transportation legislation review com-
mittee

Iowa DOT may adopt rules to administer AV laws

Michigan requires an AV company planning to operate 
a platoon to file a plan with the DOT and state 
police

Nevada DOT may adopt regulations relating to the 
operation, testing of AVs if they do not impose 
additional requirements upon the operation, 
and testing of AVs

New Hampshire requires any entity testing AVs to provide no-
tice to the DOT and must approve the compa-
ny before testing is allowed
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